
Introduction: Maiden of the Silver Tears

Prologue: The Crying Princess

“You found me”

(Let's Play Part 1)

 

(...What was that just now? A dream?)

Geez, you're really late. You've got some nerve to make me wait!

…

What were you doing? What happened?

I had a strange dream...

Were you sleepwalking?

Why don't we go on a little hunt for a distraction? It seems Shannon and 
the others are at the bar.

 



The Bar
 

Oh, you both made it.

Hello...

The ever-responsible Hero is late, sorry, okay?

Oh, don't worry about it...
I'm glad you got here safely.

While I was waiting, I checked out places where Marta goes adventuring, and I 
found just the one.

Always a bad 
one ♪

Let's go there now...

Shall we select 'Solo Quest' and go to the recommended hunting 
ground?

 

◆　◆　◆
 



We fight automatically using basic attacks. 
Leave it to us until you get used to battle.

 

◆　◆　◆
 

Yeah, if there are any enemies around here, you'll be
fine if you let us do the work.

When fighting an enemy, there's a lot to consider, but it'll be fun 
once you grow accustomed to it!

Look! What's 
that?!

 

...

It was over there! You lot, don't let the bounty get away!

...Bounty?! That woman in the black dress just now?

You guys won't leave a scratch on her. Give up on this quest and turn back.



Hmm, that's funny.
We were just getting bored and looking for something fun to do.

Really?
Then, do whatever you want.

 

Grrr!
We'll capture the bounty and you'll look like a newbie, no matter what! 
We'll follow after it!

 

◆　◆　◆
 

...?!
Everyone's been killed by the bounty?

Why did you come?! You're in my way!

What a thing to say in this situation. Don't you want some help?

No one failed to take notice of this interesting event, did they?!

Of course!



I won't let you steal the prize!

...Do what you want, but I won't let you have the Crying Princess!

 

◆　◆　◆
 

Tsk... we really can't put a scratch on her.

...Be gone...

...I'll finish you...

Gah... is this the end?!

Wait... that's...

From a hill overlooking the forest, a silver unicorn stares at you――

The silver unicorn glows brighter, wrapping the area in a dazzling light――



(What is this feeling? A power is springing forth?!)

...?!

Just what... did you do?!

Some sort of power is flowing through us...

Tsk... I don't understand this at all!!

Hey, please stop!

You cast a strange spell and now you're sprouting a horn for some reason, and
I don't know what's happening, but none of this is good!

A horn?
Huh, what is this?!

Sorry to disturb you!
Over there, a girl has collapsed!



Huh?! Geez, what happened?! 
Are you alright?!

...Uh... where... am I?

...Who are you?

I'm... Algiers.

Algiers...

It's a very strange situation, but we're low on health so let's go back to 
town for the time being.

How are you going to win the bounty?

I have something I want to ask you. But for now, I'll be seeing you again... 
definitely...

My name is DD. I don't care if you remember that.



We're here. Welcome.
This is our Home. It acts as our headquarters.

This girl... I wonder why someone who looks so important also looks 
so dishevelled.

Home...

Algiers... your clothes are tattered. Let's try on some equipment I have.

Get changed?

It's okay. Leave it to me! *Rummages through piles*

...Oh...

This will suit you better. Here's a present for you.

Oh, she doesn't understand! How cute!
Let's go make an announcement in town right away!
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